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Big Sliding - Can You Navigate the Seabed Cave Safely?
Published on 03/20/13
Mpeople Inc. today announces Big Sliding 1.1, an update to its game title for iPhone and
iPod touch. Big Sliding is a game that stingray enjoys sliding on the water in the seabed
cave and pushes obstacles out of the screen by firing the projectiles during sliding. Blow
away stress by tilting iPhone to fire projectiles at obstacles to push them out of the way
before stingray meets it. Big Sliding features 3 stages, including beginner, intermediate
and expert.
Seoul, Korea - Mpeople Inc. today is pleased to announce the release of Big Sliding 1.1,
an update to its game title for iPhone and iPod touch. Big Sliding is a game that stingray
enjoys sliding on the water in the seabed cave and pushes obstacles out of the screen by
firing the projectiles during sliding.
With easy game play, Big Sliding consists of 3 stages: beginner, intermediate and expert.
The game leverages the devices accelerometer to indicate the direction to shoot the
projectiles. If the stingray meets obstacles while he enjoys sliding on the water players
tilt the iPhone to the direction to shoot the projectiles. To shoot the projectiles,
players simply tap the screen.
Features:
* There are no violent scenes like guns and knives
* Realistic descriptions for projectiles, obstacles and water
* Adopted fluid modeling to represent vivid water
Big Sliding adopts (water) fluid modeling and (physics engine) from box2d to represent
vivid movement of water, projectiles and obstacles. Beware though! Look out for
projectiles that go upwards sometimes when you shoot them downwards. There are invisible
barriers beneath the stingray so be prepared for rolling obstacles and projectiles.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 4, 4s, iPhone 5, iPod touch
* Requires iOS4.3 or later
* 12.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Big Sliding 1.1 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Big Sliding 1.1:
http://blog.naver.com/edankun
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/big-sliding/id610198134
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2D00mNir6E4
Screenshot:
http://postfiles4.naver.net/20130311_275/edankun_1363003390441kyhfS_PNG/tilt_iphone5_s_
shot.png?type=w3
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/112/Purple2/v4/93/53/96/93539692-c058-a2b2-5c8c-962494ee
4444/mzl.nvgifrgr.175x175-75.jpg
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Located in Seoul, Korea, Mpeople is a small company founded by an independent developer Ik
Seong Park. Mpeople was established in March 2011. The company collaborates with artists,
music composers and other developers to make high quality game. The company's focus is on
developing fun and cheerful games for the iOS platform. Copyright (C) 2013 Mpeople Inc.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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